Fact Sheet

Accelerate airline
fare pricing
DXC Technology Fares
Rely on the robust system that powers airfares for some of the
world’s largest airlines. With DXC Fares, you get immediate,
flexible, accurate pricing of itineraries based on industry
standards.
Insights

Get the answer with Fares

Satisfy key business needs

• Airline pricing demands
timely, efficient, and accurate
calculations, despite highly
complex business rules, and
vast amounts of ever-changing
industry data.

Airlines need immediate, flexible, and
accurate pricing in today’s competitive
market. Get up-to-the-minute precise
airfare pricing for even the most
complex itineraries from Fares.

• At the same time, airline
fares must adhere to industry
standards and regulatory
requirements.

Fares, part of our DXC Passenger
Services, delivers accurately calculated
pricing based on up-to-the-minute
published and private fares, rules, taxes,
and currencies. The industry-leading
Fares product accesses the most current
data and performs accurate transaction
calculations to support your sales
process. It also incorporates a wide
variety of transactions to fully support
your airline fare needs.

• Comprehensive—The base fares
system is supplemented with key
inclusions. These include ATPCO
Category 31 and 33 for ticket reissue/
refund, and ATPCO Optional Service
Fees for free/charged baggage and
selected product catalog offerings.

• Fares fully processes
ATPCO filings, offering
maximum flexibility to
optimize yields.

Consider the advantages
• Gain a competitive edge with
immediate availability of your data
changes for calculation—typically
within two minutes of when DXC
receives each transmission.
• Sustain high levels of satisfaction for
airline and passengers alike, due to
extremely accurate calculations and
proven system availability.
• Benefit from an integrated solution
that includes fares, reissues, refunds,
and service fee capabilities—including
baggage. All work together seamlessly
and provide consistency for sales needs.

• Industry-aligned—The system follows
IATA industry standards, and supports
all ATPCO categories with a complete
set of public and private fares.
• Reliable—Fares architecture enables
rapid failover and redundancy,
offering proven, mission-critical
reliability in production.
• Deep—The system accommodates
pricing and displays 24 months of
historical data.
• Service-focused—Our solutionspecific support desk is available 18
hours a day, and staff are on call for
around-the-clock support.
• Accessible—The web service is XMLenabled via the DXC service-oriented
architecture (SOA). This expedites
transaction calculations through
virtually any sales channel.
• Value-driven—This cost-effective
solution is built on a low-cost platform.
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It’s a simple reality that time is
money, meaning you need to
quickly power through highly
complex airline fare calculations
for maximizing revenue, and
staying ahead of rivals. That
requires accuracy in determining
the cost of passengers traveling
to and from destinations around
the globe. And, it demands access
to the most current data through
a powerful transaction system—
one that can calculate complex
business rules with vast amounts
of ever-changing industry data,
and ensure adherence to industry
and government standards.

• Flexible—With Fares, you can
quickly and easily customize your
viewing options and calculations
without resorting to software change
requests.

• Fares architecture was developed and
designed from the ground up. Several
major industry providers have relied on
DXC expertise by successfully licensing
our product’s technology.

• Full-featured—Fares provides
complementing transactions for
a comprehensive fares tool set.
These include fare display, rules
text, discount pricing, and mileage/
currency displays.

• Deep knowledge and proficiency
brought to our airline fare solutions
by our team members averaging more
than 15 years of experience in airline
pricing.

Rely on our top-flight
credentials
• Recognized leader in airline fare
pricing, we have powered high-quality,
accurate pricing since the 1980s.

• Trailblazer in automating airline
industry data-driven solutions—first
major fares provider to implement
ATPCO Tax in April 2011, and first to
debut the ATPCO Automated Rule
product.

• Worldwide customer base for our
airline fare solution, supports
diverse tier 1 to tier 4 airlines.

Learn more at
www.dxc.com/
travel_and_transportation
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